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Abstract
Efficiency in the public and freight transportation systems is of crucial im-
portance for a society. Railways can offer high capacity and relatively low
environmental impact, but require that several technical systems are tuned
and operate well. Specifically there is a very tight interdependency between
infrastructure and trains, which distinguishes railways from other trans-
portation modes. Thus maintenance of all the subsystems is needed.

Railways do also have some specific and complicating properties that
influence maintenance and operations: Most activities need exclusive access
to the infrastructure and - due to the geographic layout, safety requirements
and partitioning of the subsystems - large portions of the network will be
affected by each activity. Furthermore, several organisational units and re-
sources are involved, ranging from governments and regulatory bodies, over
operators and contractors to suppliers, technical experts and work forces.
Thus railway maintenance is complicated to organize and consumes large
budgets.

This thesis treats the planning and scheduling problems that concern
railway infrastructure maintenance and the coordination with train traffic.
Mathematical methods and optimization are studied and used, with the aim
of advancing the knowledge about models for solving such problems.

The thesis contains three papers and presents: (1) A survey regarding
railway maintenance activities, the major planning problems and the con-
ducted research so far; (2) A model for quantitative comparison and assess-
ment of competing capacity requests from train operations and maintenance;
(3) An optimization model for integrated scheduling of both maintenance
windows and train services.

The work can be helpful for practitioners as well as researchers who
want to take further steps in this interesting and challenging area. Based
on the results that have been obtained, future research directions are pre-
sented that may lead towards practical use of concurrent planning of railway
maintenance and train services.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter starts by motivating the research and presents a vision of what
to achieve. The research questions are then stated, followed by scope and
limitations, the methodology used and a list of contributions. Finally, an
outline of the subsequent chapters is given.

1.1 Motivation
Efficiency in the transportation systems is of great importance for a so-
ciety. Railways can offer high capacity and relatively low environmental
impact, but require that several technical systems like track, power distri-
bution, safety, telecommunications and trains are tuned and operate well.
Disturbances in any of these systems will degrade the service level. More-
over, failures or degradation in one may cause damages in the others. This
is particularly true for track, trains and power distribution. Thus mainte-
nance is essential for upholding reliability, transportation throughput and
the benefits of the infrastructure system investments.

Railway infrastructure maintenance consumes large budgets, is compli-
cated to organize and offer numerous challenging planning problems. Hence,
large benefits can be realised if planning, scheduling and effectuation can be
improved. In monetary volumes, the European countries are reported to
allocate 15 - 25 billion EUR annually on maintenance and renewals for their
railway systems consisting of about 300,000 km of track, giving an average
spending of 70,000 EUR per km track and year (EIM-EFRTC-CER Working
Group, 2012). As a comparison, the gross value added for the rail part of
the transportation and storage sector is estimated to 35 - 55 billion EUR in
the European Union (European Commission, 2012). Thus the maintenance
spending amounts to more than 40% of the traffic value.

The figures in Sweden follow the same pattern: During the year 2014 a
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Chapter 1. Introduction

budget of 8,200 MSEK was used for maintenance and renewals of a 14,700
km track network, i.e 560,000 SEK/km. In the same year the major pas-
senger traffic operator (SJ AB) and freight traffic operator (Green Cargo
AB) had a joint turnover of 13,200 MSEK. Thus the maintenance spending
amounts to about 60% of the main traffic operator turnover in Sweden.

Train services and maintenance tasks should ideally be planned together,
but has mostly been treated as two separate planning problems. Historically,
practice and research about railway scheduling has however focused mainly
on train operations and timetabling. The monetary volumes cited above
shows that the value of maintenance has the same order of importance,
which should encourage more research about such issues.

The amount of train paths and maintenance possessions also indicate
the planning effort involved. For the year 2014, there were 7,200 train
path and 2,200 possession applications in the Swedish yearly timetable pro-
cess (Alexandersson, 2015). The total amount of train services was about
900,000. During the operative year an additional 16 - 17,000 possessions
were handled, along with a large number of train service changes (32,000
additions and 44,000 cancellations (Transport analysis, 2015)). These fig-
ures show the tremendous task that planners and involved parties are facing
- a job that still relies mostly on manual work, with limited computational
and scheduling support.

1.2 Vision
The aim of this work is to advance the knowledge and methods for plan-
ning and scheduling of railway infrastructure maintenance - specifically the
coordination with train traffic. The research vision is to find optimization
models and methods for integrated planning and scheduling of maintenance
and traffic which can be put to practical use and which will improve effi-
ciency for the complete railway system.

1.3 Scope and limitations
This work focuses on the coordination of train traffic and maintenance activ-
ities on a common railway infrastructure. The basic assumption is that both
operative and maintenance tasks shall be scheduled together in a globally
efficient way. Although the purpose of the infrastructure is to enable train
traffic, the train operation may not always have precedence over mainte-
nance. Instead they are both needed and dependent on each other - without
maintenance the operation will in the end be impossible, without operation
the maintenance is of no interest. Thus a healthy balance must exist, which
should be reflected in the planning and scheduling methods and tools.

Less concern will be on how to perform the practical maintenance work
itself. This is an equally important field of study, which may include effi-
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1.4. Research questions

cient project planning, lean work organization approaches, automation of
manual work, spare part planning, modular components etc. Degradation
models will not be studied, nor how to find accurate estimates for the future
maintenance needs. Instead the maintenance requirements are assumed to
be given - perhaps with some uncertainty.

The initial step in this research was to perform an overview of the field,
to identify the planning problems that exist and what previous research
that have been done. In the next steps, focus has been on a new planning
regime, which is being introduced in Sweden, called maintenance windows
and on methods for dimensioning and scheduling them. Maintenance win-
dows are predetermined train-free slots in the timetable, where all planned
maintenance should be performed. Resource considerations have initially
been excluded in our models, such as placements, volumes and scheduling
of work crew, equipment and rolling stock.

1.4 Research questions
The following research questions are addressed:

Q1: Which are the major maintenance planning problems and what re-
search has been conducted that uses mathematical optimization meth-
ods for solving them?

Q2: How can costs and effects on both maintenance and traffic be quanti-
fied when reserving train-free time windows for network maintenance
in the timetable?

Q3: How can maintenance activities and timetabled traffic operation be co-
ordinated on a common railway infrastructure with the use of schedul-
ing optimization methods?

1.5 Methodology
The following methods have been used during this research:

Q1: Interviews, literature search
A series of unstructured interviews with planners, coordinators, techni-

cal experts and managers that are involved in planning and performing of
infrastructure maintenance was conducted. The meetings (real life or over
telephone) did not have a fixed questionnaire but focused on the following
topics: How are the tasks planned and performed, what are the precondi-
tions and effects of the task, what type of equipment and crew is involved,
how long possessions are needed/wanted/gotten, what kind of coordination
is done, what are the costs and amount of work, seasonal variations, sugges-
tions for improvements etc. Each interview was documented with written
notes, which the reference persons reviewed and corrected.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Existing research was surveyed with a standard literature study from
which a categorization was made and properties of the conducted research
was collected.

Q2: Transport economy, cost-benefit analysis
For the assessment of costs and benefits when introducing maintenance

window, three different models were used: maintenance costs were calcu-
lated with an analytical model, using standard calculus and implemented in
a spreadsheet tool; freight traffic was treated by estimating scheduling ad-
justments, runtime changes and possible train service rejections in a simple
timetabling model, implemented in MATLAB; passenger traffic was treated
in a model based on existing methods from transport economics, imple-
mented in a spreadsheet tool.

Q3: Mathematical modelling, optimization
A mixed integer optimization model was developed in an iterative ap-

proach, by documenting the mathematical formulation and coding it in
Python, using OR-Tools as modelling layer and Gurobi as optimization
solver. Logging and graphical visualisation was used when debugging and
the test instances were generated directly in Python. Care has been taken
to store the instances such that reproducibility shall be possible. Version
control has been done with Git.

1.6 Contributions
The following contributions are made for each research question:

Q1a: Description of railway infrastructure maintenance from a planning per-
spective together with the planning process adopted in European coun-
tries.

Q1b: Listing and classification of the major planning problems concerning
railway infrastructure maintenance.

Q1c: Survey of research publications regarding the use of mathematical
models and optimization for solving the major railway maintenance
planning problems.

Q2a: An analytical model for calculating the maintenance cost depending
on available train free time.

Q2b: A framework for quantifying and comparing conflicting capacity re-
quests from maintenance and traffic.

Q3a: Formulation of a mixed integer optimization model which jointly sched-
ules train services and windows for infrastructure maintenance.

Q3b: Experimental studies showing that synthetic multi-day instances can
be solved to near optimality within one hour of computation time.
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1.7. Thesis outline

1.7 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 contains
a thorough introduction to the planning of railway infrastructure mainte-
nance. Chapter 3 presents a survey of research publications, categorized and
mapped to the planning problem types. The chapter includes publications
made until April 2016 and will therefore supersede the literature overview in
Paper 1. Chapter 4 contains a summary of the results in Papers 1-3, while
conclusions and future research directions are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Planning railway
infrastructure
maintenance

This chapter, which makes extensive re-use of texts from the survey report
Lidén (2014), provides a deeper introduction to the planning of infrastruc-
ture maintenance. The first two sections are of general interest and needed
for the remainder of the thesis. Section 2.1 describes important properties
regarding railway systems and Section 2.2 explains the two central concepts
“possessions” and “maintenance windows”.

The subsequent sections contain findings that are free-standing and can
be read for educational purposes. The material gives a deeper domain knowl-
edge and is needed when considering real-life implementation of decision
support tools, but can be skipped by readers with less interest in details.
Section 2.3 discusses the scope and categorization of the various maintenance
tasks, followed by a description of the contract types used by Trafikverket
(the Swedish Transport Administration). Finally all the steps in the plan-
ning process for possessions and train paths are described in Section 2.4,
followed by some concluding remarks in Section 2.5.

2.1 Specific properties of railway systems
This section lists some complicating aspects that affect maintenance and
operation of railway systems, where the infrastructure consists of several
sub-systems (track, power distribution, interlocking etc) that are spread out
over vast geographic distances and which all must function properly.
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Chapter 2. Planning railway infrastructure maintenance

Activities are exclusive. Usually it is impossible to perform maintenance
on the sub-systems used by the train services. Conversely it is normally not
viable to operate trains where maintenance is conducted. If there are redun-
dancies, such as parallel tracks, it might be possible to perform concurrent
operation and maintenance on neighbouring parts of the network, usually
with some sort of restrictions (e.g. speed reductions, safety distances). If so,
network services can still be offered during maintenance although the service
level might be degraded by requiring longer travel times, other routings etc.
Rules and regulations will set the limitations for how this can be done. Some
countries might allow maintenance work to be performed on parallel tracks
if the train traffic obeys a certain speed limit (e.g. Sweden), while others
might not allow any adjacent train traffic at all (e.g. The Netherlands).
Some railway systems, such as certain subway or tram networks, might be
able to close down operation completely during a couple of (night) hours,
while others must operate more or less continuously.

Interdependency between infrastructure and trains. All rail guided trans-
portation have a tight coupling between the fixed rail and the moving wheels,
especially when having high weights and/or speeds, metal-metal contact and
stiff axles - which practically all rail transportation has. The requirements
and tolerances for the track are demanding, both regarding load-bearing
(including suspension distribution from rail via sleepers and ballast to the
substructure), levelling (lateral and transversal), gauge and displacement.
Furthermore the rail surface quality greatly influences material fatigue and
crack growth. All these properties affect the degradation, both for trains
and track, as well as service quality. Equally important are the requirements
and tolerances on the rolling stock (trains, locomotives, wagons and motor
units). Flat wheels, slippage, locked brakes or bad roller bearings can cause
extensive damages on the track and thus indirectly affecting other trains.
For electrified railways there are high demands on the power distribution,
both electrically (substation capability, motoring, electric braking, distur-
bances etc) and mechanically (catenary wire, pantograph etc). Finally, this
tight interdependency between infrastructure and trains exists for the com-
plete infrastructure, all rolling stock and the whole transport chain, which
distinguishes railways from other transportation modes like shipping, air
and road traffic.

Geographic layout of the network and its’ components. Equipment and
crews must be transported to more or less remote locations to perform
maintenance. Some of these transportation activities must be done on the
infrastructure itself and will thus consume traffic capacity. Furthermore,
the different sub-systems, specifically signal interlocking and electrification,
will be differently partitioned. Thus a maintenance activity that requires
a section of the electrification or interlocking system to be turned off or
blocked, will affect a larger part of the network than one that only requires
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2.1. Specific properties of railway systems

a specific track or turnout to be blocked for traffic. The way the different
sub-systems are partitioned and how these partitions match each other will
therefore greatly influence the level of serviceability and maintainability.

Safety. Since trains have very long braking distances (far beyond the sight-
ing distance) and run on tracks without possibility for any evasive manoeu-
vre, the safety requirements must be rigorous. Sufficient spacing and speed
limitation must be guaranteed, both between trains, through turnouts and
when approaching occupied or ending tracks. For the same reasons, safety
is crucial when performing maintenance, such that integrity is guaranteed
both for the work forces and for the trains that are allowed to pass the
maintenance site.

Organization and deregulation. Several different functional units are in-
volved in making a rail transportation possible, including legislation, de-
sign, construction, planning, procurement, infrastructure and rolling stock
maintenance, marketing, selling, operation, service and education. Some
enterprises cover several or most of these aspects - usually divided into geo-
graphical zones or traffic regions. Such large enterprises will always have
organizational difficulties and cooperative challenges not only due to size,
but also due to conflict of interests, economical incentives etc. In Europe a
far reaching deregulation has been going on since the 1980s, with the overall
purpose of opening up for commercial competition in several of the work-
ing fields. For infrastructure maintenance this trend has extended the use
of Maintenance Contractors (MCs) which raises more concerns regarding
contractual forms, public procurement and cooperation. The organizational
split between Infrastructure Manager (IM), Railway Undertaking (RU) and
MC affects responsibilities and how planning can be done.

Even without deregulation, railway maintenance and train traffic can be
considered as orthogonal to each other, since the former is mainly tied to
and organised in bounded geographical areas, while train traffic concerns
transportation needs between distant regions. Thus, the responsibility for
traffic and infrastructure is usually separated between organisational units,
as well as the planning and scheduling of their respective tasks and resources.
In such a setting, each party will treat the other type of activities as an
unknown or given input and conflicts regarding track access will need some
coordination or resolution procedure. Not surprising, there may be a lack
of understanding and even mistrust between representatives for RUs, IMs
and MCs. This situation will almost certainly result in solutions that are
less good or even inefficient for one or more of the parties.
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Chapter 2. Planning railway infrastructure maintenance

2.2 Possessions and maintenance windows
All activities that require secure access to the railway infrastructure must
obtain a (work) possession (RailNetEurope, 2013a). A possession shall
guarantee that no trains will run on the designated area - usually coinciding
with a signalling block, one or more tracks on a station or a complete sta-
tion between the entry signals. The possession may also impose operative
restrictions on neighbouring tracks. Depending on the capabilities of the
train control system and how temporary speed limits are communicated,
such restrictions may have to be imposed for a longer time period than the
actual possession lasts. In addition, there might be speed restrictions after a
work has been carried out until a “burn-in/settlement” period has elapsed.

Each possession is given a unique work id, in the same way as train paths
receive unique train numbers, and they can span several days. Following is
a fictitious example:

156630, from AH-22 to OF-11, M-F 06:30-07:55, M-F 10:10-11:25

where the id is 156630, the possession area is between signals AH-22 and
OF-11 and the work is carried out on Monday to Friday between 06:30 and
07:55 as well as between 10:10 and 11:25, giving a total reserved time of 5 *
(1:25 + 1:15) = 13h20m divided into 10 schedule parts - allowing for some
trains to pass between 08:00 and 10:00.

The possession area may be loosely given in the early planning stages
and subsequently become more detailed. In fact, this is a challenge for the
IM - to dimension appropriate possessions for the early capacity planning
applications, before the project has been planned and possibly procured.
The chosen possession will subsequently constrain the contractors that plan
and perform the actual work. In effect the “possession design” will therefore
impact the project cost for upgrading and renewal projects.

Throughout our work, we make a distinction between:

Major possessions which will (or is likely to) be in conflict with one or
more train paths and hence require coordination

Minor possessions which do not affect the published train paths

Whether a possession is major or minor depends on several factors, such
as the possession area and its duration, the time-of-day, the train traffic
patterns and whether a published timetable exists or not. A very short
possession can be considered major as soon as there is a conflict with a
(wanted or scheduled) train path. Conversely a possession of several hours
could be considered minor if no train paths will run on that part of the
infrastructure the same day. Day-time possessions are usually more severe
than on the night or over the weekend, while the work cost follows the
opposite pattern.

The planning regime adopted in Sweden so far has been to let the MCs
apply for the possessions, which usually is done as late as possible. If no
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2.3. Maintenance activities

room is reserved for maintenance in the timetable it can be difficult to find
suitable possessions, which forces the MCs to perform their work on odd
times and/or divide the tasks into small chunks which leads to inefficiency
and cost increases. If the work cannot be split into smaller tasks, then the
timetable must be altered and train operations rescheduled.

To increase the possibility for suitable work possessions, a new planning
regime is being introduced, called maintenance windows, where the IM
will propose regular, 2-6 h train free slots and/or longer maintenance clo-
sures before the timetable is constructed. Thus, the maintenance windows
are given as an input to the yearly timetable process. Furthermore, the
intention is to dimension and construct the maintenance windows before
the procurement of maintenance contracts and keep them more or less un-
changed during the contract period, giving stable planning and quotation
conditions for the MCs. The goal is to perform almost all planned mainte-
nance on work possessions within the stipulated maintenance windows.

Hence, the basic idea is to go from a situation with many, small and
fragmented work possessions squeezed into an already published timetable
(which causes changes and disturbances for the train operations), to a sit-
uation with few, large and regular maintenance windows preplanned before
the timetable is constructed and the maintenance contracts procured. The
overall aim is to increase efficiency, reduce cost as well as planning burden
and also to improve robustness and punctuality.

2.3 Maintenance activities
This section discusses the definition of railway “maintenance”, followed by
alternate ways for categorizing the maintenance activities and a summary
of the maintenance contract types that are used in Sweden.

2.3.1 Definitions
RailNetEurope (2013a) defines maintenance, renewals and upgrading as fol-
lows:

Maintenance Activity aiming to maintain something in good working or-
der, prevent operational disturbance and/or uphold a given technical
standard.

Renewal Any major substitution work on a subsystem or part subsystem
which does not change the overall performance of the subsystem.

Upgrading Any major modification work on a subsystem or part subsys-
tem which improves the overall performance of the subsystem.

The same document also notes that:
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Chapter 2. Planning railway infrastructure maintenance

As railway assets have a very long life, in practice renewal can
mean the ongoing modernisation, or upgrading, of the railway
network. This means that the distinction between ’renewal’
(which in some countries, such as the UK, is part of the ’mainte-
nance’ budget) and ’capital investment’ is not [..] easy to make.

Hence the distinction is not clear, neither between maintenance and re-
newals, nor between renewals and upgrading. This is also noted in a recent
Swedish Government Official Report (Alexandersson, 2015). In practice a
monetary limit is often used as guiding principle.

From a planning perspective the distinction between maintenance and
renewals is less important, since both work types must be coordinated with
traffic, although usually with different impact. Therefore we will not try to
distinguish these types of work and simply use the word maintenance as a
common term.

2.3.2 Categorization
Maintenance activities can be grouped and categorized in different ways.
The classical way is to distinguish between preventive and corrective main-
tenance, but as will be shown, this distinction can be hard to make and is
somewhat less appropriate when discussing planning problems. Maintenance
organizations often make a more practically oriented categorization into di-
agnostic and restoring actions, but we will propose yet another approach,
based on the capacity usage and planning horizon for different tasks.

Preventive vs corrective. The European standard EN 13306 for mainte-
nance terminology divide maintenance into the terms preventive and cor-
rective maintenance, for work taking place before and after a fault has been
detected. Preventive maintenance is further divided into condition-based
and predetermined maintenance, where the former uses measurements and
inspections to determine when actions are needed and the latter uses fixed
maintenance intervals/schedules. In addition to these categories Trafikver-
ket uses the term operational maintenance1 for activities that handle normal
operational conditions, although these activities are sometimes classified as
corrective maintenance.

This categorization is mostly used for contractual, budgetary and follow-
up reasons, but unfortunately the distinction can be somewhat arbitrary.
Some examples of typical activities are as follows:

• Preventive

– Condition-based: measurements and inspection, grinding, tamp-
ing etc

1“Drift” or sometimes “driftunderh̊all” in Swedish
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– Predetermined: exchange of components such as light bulbs, bat-
teries, signalling relays etc

• Corrective: fixing short circuits, repairing broken fasteners, welding,
work after accidents etc

• Operational: snow removal, handling slippery rail etc

Tamping and grinding has been listed under preventive maintenance,
which is normally true since mostly done well before any immediate action
is needed. Occasionally, the deterioration is faster than anticipated and
corrective tamping or grinding may however be needed.

For most condition-based maintenance, there are several intervention
levels employed, stating the time frames for restoring actions. At the most
serious level, immediate action is needed and operative restrictions may
be imposed (lowered speed or train weights). Such immediate actions are
considered corrective since the system is faulty (does not operate properly),
although technically the components are not yet broken.

The above examples show that the same maintenance task may be cat-
egorized differently depending on the circumstances. Alexandersson (2015)
also notes this problem and finds that the terminology and concepts are
not consistently used between different organisations, regions and document
types in Sweden.

Diagnostic vs restoring actions. The maintenance organizations tend to
use a practically oriented classification, where activities are grouped into

• Diagnostic actions, which consists mainly of inspections and periodic
measurements

• Restoring actions, which consists of all repairs, exchanges etc.

Bundling all restoring actions together is however not very descriptive, since
it may include everything from large projects to small repair jobs. Hence a
further subdivision is necessary.

Inspections and measurements will generate remarks, which have a time
frame for when the restoring action should be performed. The remark does
not specify exactly which action to take, just that a threshold limit has
been reached and that an intervention is needed for returning the system to
within the prescribed limits. If there are alternate actions, it is up to the
MC to decide which action that is appropriate. Whichever is chosen will be
influenced by the contractual form and sometimes negotiations are taking
place between the MC and the IM before the final action is selected.

Capacity usage and planning horizon. From a planning perspective it is
more appropriate to categorize the activities according to how much traf-
fic capacity they consume and how long in advance they are planned. The
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Table 2.1: Possession time and planning horizon. Problematic cases
marked with bold font.

Possession time Activity Planning horizon

>8h
Catenary wire replacement 2-3 years or urgent
Track / turnout replacement 2-3 years

4-8 h

Tamping of tracks 1-2 years or 1 month
Grinding 1-2 years
Switch replacement 1-2 years
Catenary inspection &
maintenance

2-3 years

1-4 h
Tamping of turnouts 1-2 years or 1 month
Ultra-sonic testing 1-2 years
Fasteners, joints, rail repair .. 1-2 months or 1 week

As train slots
Periodic measurement 1 year
Fast grinding 1 year

0-1 h
Inspection 0-2 months
Signal repair, vegetation etc 0-2 month
Slippery rail, snow removal 1 year or 0-1 week

1h - x days Accidents, urgent repair none

possession time gives a local measure of the capacity usage, although the pos-
session may influence larger parts of the network depending on the topology
and train service design, resulting in a greater system traffic impact. Ideally
the highly disruptive actions (requiring very long and exclusive access to
the track) should be planned long in advance while actions requiring less
possession time can be planned in later stages. In Table 2.1 the different
activities are listed according to the needed amount of possession time (per
task) and how long in advance the planning can be done.

Problematic cases (marked with bold font in the table) are those that
require long possession time but have a short planning horizon:

• Catenary wire replacements are highly disruptive and can usually be
planned well in advance. But the degradation can in some cases be
very quick, especially if the pantographs of the trains are worn, which
may lead to urgent need for replacement or repair.

• Tamping can normally be planned well in advance but in cases where
preventive maintenance have been neglected tamping might be needed
with short notice.

• Rail repair are often due to cracks found by ultra-sonic testing, which
may be given with short notice. In severe cases the possession time
might be 4-6 hours.
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• Accidents and urgent repair may result in possessions ranging from
hours up to several days.

Most maintenance activities are planned and scheduled in the capacity
planning processes, such that their possessions are included in the daily
operational timetable which is handed over to the traffic control centers (see
Section 2.4.6). Some activities may however be carried out directly in the
operative phase. Two types of cases are handled in this way:

• Accidents and urgent repair, which are triggered by external events
and are managed by the traffic control center.

• Small and quick maintenance tasks, which are triggered and managed
by the MCs. These tasks can either be secured by (a) possessions
given directly by the traffic dispatcher, or (b) a manual train warning
procedure handled by the work force itself. The latter handling is
hazardous, especially for sections with high-speed traffic, and the use
of it is discouraged.

2.3.3 Contract types
The Swedish railway maintenance market has undergone a quick deregula-
tion since 2001 (Trafikverket, 2012). Today all railway maintenance work
on the national infrastructure is performed in contracts signed after open
competitive tendering. Three types of maintenance contracts are used (up-
grading and investment projects are disregarded here):

Renewal projects, where parts of the infrastructure is re-established to
its intended standard. Typical examples can be the replacement of
catenary wires, track sections and turnouts. A contract is signed for
each project.

National maintenance contracts. These contracts are used for activities
that are performed with a limited but expensive and/or highly spe-
cialized set of equipment and crew that operate over the whole infras-
tructure network. Typical examples are the periodic track geometry
measurements, ultra-sonic testing and grinding. The contract lengths
are 3-5 years with a prolongation of 2 or 2+2 years. One contract is
set up for each distinctive type of activity.

Regional maintenance contracts. These contracts are used for all remain-
ing activities including inspection, predetermined activities, corrective
maintenance etc. The contract length is usually 5 years with a prolon-
gation of 2 or 1+1 years. The infrastructure network is divided into
30-40 such contracts.

Trafikverket re-evaluate and revise the contractual forms continuously,
but the wish is to move more responsibility to the contractors. This requires
revising the specifications from a detailed component/technical level to a
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system/functional level. Performance-based contracts have been proposed
in research literature as a method for increasing efficiency (Famurewa et al.,
2012; Lingeg̊ard, 2014) and positive experiences have been reported from
countries like The Netherlands. Alexandersson (2015, Section 8.3.2, pp.
130) discusses when traditional or functional (performance-based) contracts
are suitable and find that the latter (i) requires a deeper knowledge about
the infrastructure state, (ii) will allocate the risks differently and (iii) might
not increase the amount of preventive maintenance as much as hoped for.

2.4 Planning process
This section describes the complete planning process for obtaining posses-
sions and train operation slots as it works in Sweden today. The process
follows EU guidelines and should be quite similar throughout the European
countries up till the publication of the yearly timetable. The subsequent
steps might differ more between different countries.

The process is divided in the following steps:

1 Freight corridor planning, where so called prearranged paths for the
international freight trains are established and coordinated with the
major possessions (large infrastructure maintenance activities).

2 Preparation and publishing of the network statement, which shall con-
tain all major possessions that the train operating companies should
adhere to.

3 Yearly timetable planning, where the regular timetable for all train
paths are planned together with the major work possessions.

4 Timetable revision planning, where all dated timetable adjustments
are made and final coordination of train paths and possessions should
be done.

5 Planning of minor possessions, where plannable work which do not
require any train path adjustments are scheduled.

6 Operational planning and control, where the traffic control center will
make operative adjustments, authorize unplanned possessions and con-
trol all activities (train runs and work) on the railway infrastructure.

The first five steps make up the capacity planning process, while the
last step is the operational phase. In steps 1-4 timetable adjustments and
conflicts between different requests are handled, while in step 5 only requests
for “spare” capacity should be handled - for the planned tasks. Urgent repair
may however break the normal flow and require major replanning in steps
5-6.

We will now describe all the steps in greater detail, specifying the pro-
cess as it is intended according to guidelines and regulations, while noting
any known deviations from the target process. For each planning step, the
criteria for which possessions to consider are stated.
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2.4.1 Freight corridor planning
A number of rail freight corridors (RFC) exist in Europe and to secure a
stable rail freight service across them, the traffic is run on so called prear-
ranged paths (PaP). These PaPs belong to the RFC and have priority over
the regular (national) timetables. The planning of PaPs and major posses-
sions affecting them, follow the guidelines given in RailNetEurope, 2013b.
The PaPs are planned roughly one year ahead of the yearly timetable plan-
ning and the RFC should organize two coordination meetings per year: in
November and in May, where all concerned IMs and RUs shall participate.
Since the appropriate major possessions should be known to the RUs when
making their PaP requests, the specified deadlines are as follows:

• In December, T-24m2, the major possessions should be initially given

• In July, T-17m, the initial PaP applications should be given as well
as any further information regarding the possessions, after which the
IMs shall construct the PaPs (starting in August, T-16m)

• In December, T-12m, the final coordination of the possessions and the
PaPs shall be done

• In January, T-11m, the PaPs should be published (no later than 3
months before the final date for requesting capacity in the yearly
timetable planning)

Thus the PaPs are published one month after the network statement.
After publication, the PaPs and the possessions may be updated (after co-
ordination between IMs and RUs) in March, T-9m (one month prior to the
final date for train path requests), and in August, T-4m (one month prior
to the final allocation of train paths).

The criteria for which possessions to include in the RFC coordination are
that they will either (a) cause significant changes in the timetable such as
rerouting of trains or delays of more than 60 minutes, (b) cause a permanent
closure of more than 7 days in a row or (c) are partitioned in temporal
closures or operational restrictions for more than 30 days in a row. Larger
possessions should be coordinated early while smaller ones may be handled
in the later stages of the process.

2.4.2 Preparation of the network statement
The network statement sets the prerequisites for a timetable period and
thus lays the ground for the yearly timetable planning process. It shall be
published in December, T-12m, and shall contain all major possessions that
the RUs are expected to adhere to in their planning and train path requests.
The deadlines are as follows:

2The notation T-24m denote 24 months before the timetable T starts
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• In August, T-16m, all major possessions should be given

• In October, T-14m, coordination meetings between the IM and the
RUs are taking place regarding the major possessions

• In December, T-12m, the network statement is published

There are general criteria for which major possessions that should be
included in the network statement, but a final decision is taken for each
individual case.

2.4.3 Yearly timetable planning
In the yearly timetable planning, all regular train paths and major posses-
sions should be entered and coordinated. However, the regular timetable is
created for one or more typical weeks and with the current planning tools in
Sweden it is not feasible to perform a complete coordination and traffic ad-
justment for all known possessions, since it would require a dated planning
for more or less the complete year.

For handling of the possessions, the deadlines are as follows:

• In February, T-10m, all the wanted (major) possessions initiated by
the IM should be given. For MCs the final deadline is April, T-8m

• During April to August, T-8m – T-4m, coordination meetings take
place between the IM, RUs and MCs regarding the upcoming timetable
period T

• In June, T-6m, a proposal for the major possession plan (together with
the preliminary regular timetable) is published.

• In September, T-3m, the major possession plan (together with the
final regular timetable) is published

The criteria for which possessions to request in the yearly timetable
process is not firmly stated, but durations of 4-6 hours or longer is a common
rule-of-thumb.

2.4.4 Timetable revision planning
The complete dated planning is performed in the revision planning, which
includes making adjustments to train paths, handling all conflicts between
different requests as well as adding and removing train paths and posses-
sions. Special weekend or holiday traffic is handled as well as changes from
RUs and MCs. This is the final step where planned major possessions should
be handled.

Trafikverket currently performs four revisions which divide the timetable
into roughly the following periods:
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R1: December to March, which is settled about 8-10 weeks before (R1-10w
– R1-8w), i.e. in October (T-2m)

R2: April to June, settled about R2-10w, i.e. in the end of January

R3: July to September, settled about R3-10w, i.e. in the end of April

R4: October to December, settled about R4-15w, i.e. in the middle of June
(before the major vacation period starts)

The ambition is that all major possessions shall be coordinated and set-
tled with the affected RUs and MCs no later than 12-14 weeks before the
actual operating day (or week) - a time limit that is not always kept. The
limit is set so as to give reasonable time for the RUs to plan their fleet
circulations, crew schedules as well as handling changes in booking systems
and towards customers.

2.4.5 Planning of minor possessions
The final tactical planning step is a continuous process which handles a
rolling 8 week period, with weekly increments/handover. The deadlines
concerning a specific operating week W, are as follows:

• W-2w is the latest time for application of a possession. Apart from
the possession application, all work plans and safety documents must
be finalized at this time. The planner shall then verify that there are
no train conflicts, that all paper work is in order etc.

• W-1w the possessions should be approved and the plan locked, nor-
mally on Thursday for the upcoming week starting on Monday.

The compliance to these deadlines varies. For traffic intense areas (around
the major cities) the time limits are well respected while it is less so at other
areas. It might even occur that possessions are registered and approved as
late as one day before the actual work day.

As noted previously, urgent repairs may break this flow and require major
possessions, with subsequent replanning of both trains and possessions.

2.4.6 Operational planning and control
One day before the operational day (D-1d) all necessary documents are
generated (daily train graph and possession descriptions, including contact
info, safety informations etc) and responsibility is handed over to the traffic
control centers, which will treat them as part of the real-time dispatching.

During the operational day (D), unplanned possessions are authorized
using a manual procedure (called direct planning), where the dispatcher
documents the possession by completing a form, including work id, contact
information, description etc. This is done on paper except at one control
center where it’s included in an electronic train graph system.
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Whenever accidents or situations that require urgent repair happen, the
following procedure is used:

1 The dispatcher makes an error report and alerts the operating techni-
cian who in turn will contact the appropriate MC.

2 The maintenance crew shall immediately (within a contractually agreed
time limit) move to the problematic location, make an inspection and
return with a proposed repair plan (including time estimates).

3 Meanwhile, the dispatcher handles the acute situation and prepares
reduction plans.

4 Once the MC has given a proposed repair plan, the traffic control
center can make a complete replanning for the train traffic, passengers
and repair work. It can be a delicate balancing act to handle all
requests from passengers and freight customers, RUs and MCs in a
reasonably efficient way.

5 Once the repair work is finished, a recovery plan is needed in order to
re-establish a normal traffic situation.

Currently there are no decision support tools that assist the dispatchers
in this cumbersome task. However, at one traffic control center, pre-made
reduction plans are used. This is helpful, since the decisions will be quicker,
more detailed and easier to communicate (when a suitable plan exists).
Furthermore the reduction plans can be better prepared, since they are
done under calm conditions and by involvement of several stake holders.

2.5 Concluding remarks
The material in this chapter is largely based on a series of unstructured
interviews with planners, coordinators, technical experts and managers that
are involved in planning and performing of infrastructure maintenance - as
listed in Table 2.2. Most of the reference persons represent Trafikverket but
several persons at MCs were also interviewed.

As has been discussed, railway infrastructure maintenance is complicated
to organise and coordinate with the train traffic. The central concepts of
“possessions” and “maintenance windows” have been explained and will
be used frequently in the remainder of the thesis. For planning purposes
the traditional categorization into preventive and corrective maintenance is
less appropriate and instead it has been suggested to treat the activities
according to the traffic capacity impact they have and how long in advance
they can be planned. Finally, a detailed description of the planning process
for obtaining possessions and train paths have been presented, which gives
a baseline for future process improvements and development of supporting
tools.
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The planning problems addressed in Paper 2 and 3 of this thesis concerns
long term tactical planning on an aggregated network scale, that primarily
will be done during Freight corridor planning and Preparation of the network
statement. The methods are also applicable for cost-benefit analysis stud-
ies and in capacity studies where train services and maintenance activities
should be planned together.

Table 2.2: Interview list (TrV = Trafikverket)

Date Place Name Organisation Subject

2013-09-10 Phone G. Styhr TrV Maint. projects, ongoing develop-
ment

2013-10-17 Malmö L. Brunsson TrV Overview, maint. windows
2013-10-17 Malmö S. Gagzis TrV Procurement, contractual forms
2013-11-05 Gävle F. Eriksson TrV Planning, coordination, processes
2013-11-07 Solna T. Modén InfraNord (MC) Maint. contracting
2013-11-12 Phone S. Andersson TrV Minor possession planning, traffic

control
2013-11-26 Phone L. Brunsson TrV Freight corridors, maint. volumes
2014-01-14 Malmö H. Hansson Strukton (MC) Maint. contracting, statistics, com-

mon problems

2014-01-17 Stockholm D. Öholm FSJ/Railcare
(MC)

Preventive maint., snow clearing,
organisation

2014-02-03 Phone M. Syk TrV Ultrasonic testing
2014-02-03 Phone S. Bäckström TrV Periodic meassurment, track geom-

etry
2014-02-12 Phone S. Kallander TrV Grinding
2014-02-28 Phone R. Lindberg TrV Catenary wire, power distribution,

inspection
2014-03-10 Phone H. Johansson TrV Catenary wire maint.
2014-03-10 Phone T. Nordmark LKAB (RU) Freight traffic, Malmbanan
2014-10-29 Phone L. Henriksson InfraNord (MC) Work costs
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Chapter 3

Literature survey

This chapter contains a literature study, that is an extension and contin-
uation of Lidén (2014, Section 5), which in turn was summarised in the
literature overview of Paper 1. Therefore this chapter supersedes Section
3 of Paper 1, by providing more details and including research references
made public until April 2016.

Section 3.1 briefly repeats the catalogue of planning problems from Paper
1, while Section 3.2 gives some overview statistics for the listed references.
Then the different lines of research are presented, with detailed descriptions
and overview tables regarding the model approaches and techniques used,
in Section 3.3. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in Section 3.4.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are of general interest, while the remainder is in-
tended for readers with detailed interest in a specific research area.

3.1 Planning problems
We have identified 9 major planning problems, which are further described
in Section 2 of Paper 1. The problem types are classified as strategic, tac-
tical or operational and are listed in Table 3.1 with their main stakehold-
ers (Infrastructure Manager (IM) or Maintenance Contractor (MC)). The
strategic class concerns dimensioning, localisation and organisation, with
time horizons of one to several years. Tactical problems include scheduling,
timetabling and construction of plans covering a medium long time horizon
(weeks to a couple of years), often handling resources as categorized, anony-
mous objects. The operational planning problems concern implementation
and effectuation, covering short time horizons (hours to months), usually
handling the real resources.

Apart from the 9 major planning problems, some other aspects are dis-
cussed, which cuts over several problem types, namely robustness and real-
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Table 3.1: Planning problems and main stakeholders

Class Problem Stakeholder

Strategic
Maintenance dimensioning IM
Contract design IM
Resource dimensioning and localisation MC

Tactical
Possession scheduling IM, (MC)
Vehicle & team routing (IM), MC
Rescheduling IM

Operational
Maintenance project planning MC
Work timing & resource scheduling MC
Track usage planning IM, MC

time control. The aspect of robustness could be considered in all of the prob-
lems, since uncertainty always is prevalent. The real-time control situation
has several challenging dispatching and replanning problems regarding er-
ror reports, incidents and maintenance which calls for coordination between
train services and work crews. The MCs must also be able to assign and
schedule suitable resources to unforeseen work tasks in a way that assures
an appropriate level of preparedness and response time. Paper 1 suggests
scenario planning as a method for preparing recovery or reduction plans
before day of operation rather than solving these problems directly in the
real-time control situation.

3.2 Reference statistics
More than 70 research references is presented in this chapter, grouped into
lines of research. As an introduction we start by giving some overview
statistics regarding publication history, problem type coverage, techniques
and data used.

History. Table 3.2 shows the lines of research and how the number of pub-
lications have evolved over time, which reveals the very limited amount of
research done before 2000, but also a steady increase of publications since
2005.

Coverage. A mapping between the problem types and conducted research
is shown in Table 3.3. Roughly 35% of the publications concern strate-
gic, 55% tactical and 10% operational problems. Out of the 9 problem
types, 4 have several research publications, 2 are partially treated (shown
with parenthesized counts) and for the remaining 3 no references have been
found. Thus, several interesting problem areas can be identified where op-
timization methodology have not yet been applied, such as contract design,
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Table 3.2: Research publications over time

- 1990 2000 2005 2010 2015
Class Line of research 1989 1999 2004 2009 2014 - Total

Strat.
Service frequency 1 7 4 3 15
Network design 2 1 3
Renewal scheduling 1 1 4 2 8

Tact.
Possession scheduling 2 3 3 6 1 15
Deterioration-based sched. 1 1 1 5 4 12
Vehicle & team routing 1 8 5 14

Oper. Work timing 1 1 4 1 7

Total 2 3 5 14 33 17 74

Table 3.3: Research coverage

Line of research Number of
Class Problem type (references) publications

Strat.
Maintenance dimensioning

Service frequency 15
Network design 3
Renewal scheduling 8

Contract design – –
Resource dim. & localization (Peng et al., 2013) (1)

Tact.

Possession scheduling Possession scheduling 15
Deterioration-based sched. 12

Vehicle & team routing
Vehicle & team routing 14

Rescheduling – –

Oper.
Project planning (AUTOMAIN, 2013) (1)
Work timing & resource sched. Work timing 7
Track usage – –

resource dimensioning and localization, rescheduling, project planning and
track usage. Other aspects and approaches that have attracted little amount
of work so far, are robustness and real-time operational control.

Approaches. From the detailed descriptions and tables in Section 3.3 the
statistics in Table 3.4 have been compiled, which shows that:

• Single objective approaches are most common

• Exact and heuristic optimization models are equally common

• Real input data is used in 3/4 of the cases

• Line and network instances are equally common.
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Table 3.4: Reference statistics

Objective Optimization Input data Railway type
Line of research Single : Multi Exact : Heur. Theor. : Real Line : Network

Service frequency 10 : 5 11 : 4 3 : 12 12 : 3
Network design 3 : 0 3 : 0 0 : 3 0 : 3
Renewal scheduling 6 : 2 3 : 5 4 : 4 5 : 3
Possession scheduling 15 : 0 6 : 9 4 : 11 8 : 7
Deterioration-based sch. 11 : 1 8 : 4 1 : 11 10 : 2
Vehicle & team routing 14 : 0 2 : 12 4 : 10 1 : 13
Work timing 7 : 0 3 : 4 3 : 4 1 : 6

Total (count) 66 : 8 36 : 38 19 : 55 37 : 37
Share (%) 89 : 11 49 : 51 26 : 74 50 : 50

3.3 Lines of research
This section describes a large number of references, grouped into lines of
research. For each line of research, we give an overview description and a
summary table, that lists all the references with information about mod-
elling, techniques and data. Finally a textual description of each reference
is given. For publications included in Paper 1, we refer to the descriptions
presented in Lidén (2014) rather than repeating the same texts here. Some
of the works made public after 2014 have been included although they are
preprints or not yet published.

In the reference tables, the notation 〈period length〉/〈time step〉 is used
for describing the length of the schedule and the time resolution. Thus,
1m/1d shall be interpreted as a schedule horizon of one month divided into
1 day time slots.

3.3.1 Strategic problems
Three lines of research regarding strategic problems have been identified,
labelled as (1) Service life and maintenance frequency determination, (2)
Network design considering maintenance, and (3) Renewal scheduling and
upgrade project planning.

Service life and maintenance frequency determination - Table 3.5

The service life of different components will determine the long term econ-
omy together with policies for inspection, preventive maintenance and re-
newal intervals. In this line of research, life-cycle cost models are commonly
used, which consider a standard unit of track with some given traffic load.
The studies either aim at condition-based maintenance, where focus is on
inspection planning, or prescribed / preventive maintenance, where focus is
on maintenance and renewal intervals.
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Table 3.5: References about service life & frequency determination

Reference Model Activity Details

Lamson et al. (1983) 1: Dynamic progr.
2: LCC

1: Grinding
2: Rail repair

1: Quadratic wear
2: Weibull distr.

Meier-Hirmer et al. (2005) Markov chain Inspection & tamping Gamma distr.
Zhao et al. (2006b) LCC Tamping & renewal Exponential deterioration
Podofillini et al. (2006) Multi-objective opt

+ Markov chain
Crack insp. & repair Fixed & exponential

probabilities, GA
Lyngby et al. (2008) Markov chain 1: Crack insp. 2: Geom. insp. Various distr. & calibrations
Antoni (2009) and Antoni
and Meier-Hirmer (2008)

Cont. statistical
LCC

Track, signalling, contact wire Weibull distr.

Meier-Hirmer and Pouligny
(2008)

LCC Grinding Models for rail repair, defect
growth & elimination rate

Liu et al. (2014) Sum of cost
components

Ultra-sonic inspection Models from other references

Gustavsson et al. (2014) Scheduling with
interval costs

Grinding Discrete time = traffic load. IP
formulation

Chen et al. (2013, 2014) Multiobjective
non-linear opt

Power supply, component and
substation maintenance

GSQP, GA, TS, hybrids.
Weibull distr

Dhanisetty et al. (2015) Fuzzy multiobjective
approach

Detection cable replacement Weibull distr.

Shang (2015) Maintenance policy
simulations

Inspections and tamping Colored Petri Nets, Monte
Carlo Simulations

Liu and Dick (2016) Bi-objective opt
(risk and cost)

Rail defect inspection Hazards for crude oil
transportation

Legends: LCC = Life cycle cost; IP = Integer program; GSQP = Global sequential quadratic programming;
GA = genetic algorithm; TS = tabu search.

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.2, p 28-29).

Dhanisetty et al. (2015) consider non-repairable products that are re-
placed upon failure. A “fuzzy” multiobjective (cost vs reliability) approach,
based on a Weibull distribution, is used. The rail case is a detection cable
which ”sense the oncoming train and set off the track crossing signalling
system”.

Shang (2015) uses Colored Petri Nets and Monte Carlo Simulations for
studying different maintenance policies. A tamping case is considered where
speed restrictions and repair delays are considered for a five-section line.
Various outcomes, such as system throughput, maintenance cost and down-
time are analysed in order to show the best selection of speed restrictions
vs repair delays.

Liu and Dick (2016) study how to reduce risk of rail breakage by segment-
specific ultrasonic rail defect inspection. A bi-objective approach for risk vs
cost is analysed in order to reduce the hazards regarding crude oil trans-
portations.

Network design considering maintenance - Table 3.6

Since maintenance constitute an important part of the infrastructure prop-
erties it should be included in the network design decisions, but surprisingly
few papers have been found that do so.

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.1, p 27).

Edwards (2015) study how transport demands can be routed through a
capacitated network at minimum cost on a yearly and national level, with
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Table 3.6: References about network design approaches

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Lai and
Barkan (2011)

Network design, multi-comm.
traffic flow

WS: Investm. +
traffic flow cost

Investm. opt.’s,
flow of trains

MIP RN

Lai et al.
(2013)

Multi-comm. netw. flow, track
class dep. speed & maint. cost

WS: Maint. +
transp. cost

Track class,
flow of trains

MIP, Lagr.
relax.

RN

Edwards
(2015)

Transpor demand routing Generalized
transp. cost

Route choice
columns

ColGen RN

Legends: WS = weighted sum; MIP = mixed integer linear program; RN = real data for a network.

the purpose of finding correct freight cost figures in assessment studies for in-
frastructure investment proposals and transport planning. Although main-
tenance options are not directly mentioned, this type of model can be used
for analysing the traffic effects of different maintenance policies. A column
generation method is used where dual values from the residual capacity
constraints will drive the search for alternate paths.

Renewal scheduling and upgrade project planning - Table 3.7

When considering a network with varying track quality, traffic load etc, the
maintenance and renewal jobs must be jointly planned over a long time
period, which this line of research considers. Several of the publications
include benefits of combining projects so as to minimize the track closures
and reduce work costs.

Table 3.7: References about renewal scheduling and project planning

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Lévi (2001) Multi-period
statistical model

Track renewal cost Ballast, sleeper &
rail renewal

Rule-based
constr. heur.

RN

Zhao et al.
(2009)

Multi-period
scheduling

Synchronization
benefit

Ballast, sleeper &
rail renewal

GA TL
10y/1y

Andrade and
Teixeira (2011)

-”- MO: Maint. cost &
Delay cost

Tamping &
renewals

Simulated
annealing

TN
30y/3m

Caetano and
Teixeira (2013)

-”- MO: Unavailability
& LCC

Tamping, sleeper &
rail rep. + renewal

GA RL
20y/3m

Zhang et al.
(2013a)

Project
scheduling

Poss. time, over- or
underuse, robustness

Start time GA,
Petri-Net

TN
3y/1d

Caetano and
Teixeira (2014)

Multi-period
scheduling

LCC Ballast, sleeper &
rail renewal

MIP RL
20y/1y

Caetano and
Teixeira (2016b)

-”- LCC and
unavailability

-”- -”- -”-

Lethanh and
Adey (2016)

Renewal
scheduling

Real option price Time period Enumeration TL
80/1 tu

Legends: MO = multi-objective; LCC = life cycle cost; GA = genetic algorithm; RN = real data for a network;
TL = theoretical data for a line; TN = theoretical data for a network; RL = real data for a line; MIP = mixed
integer linear program. tu = time units

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.3, p 29-31).

Caetano and Teixeira (2016b) is a continuation on previous publications
by the same authors, where opportunistic renewal of track components are
considered.
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Lethanh and Adey (2016) use real option pricing and complete enumer-
ation for finding the optimal time period to perform renewal projects along
multi-national railway lines and freight corridors.

3.3.2 Tactical problems
Tactical problems have been studied in more than half of the research pub-
lications. Three major lines of research have been identified, which we label
as (1) Possession scheduling, (2) Deterioration-based maintenance schedul-
ing, and (3) Maintenance vehicle routing and team scheduling. At the end
of this section, some studies that concern rescheduling will be described,
although they focus on trains and not on the maintenance activities.

Possession scheduling - Table 3.8

Maintenance possession scheduling is the equivalent of train timetabling
and has thus attracted several research studies with somewhat various ap-
proaches and focus.

Table 3.8: References about possession scheduling

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Ruffing (1993) Timetable
adjustment

Min delay Start times,
departures

Seq. constr.
heuristic

RN

Higgins (1998) Crew ↔ task assign.
& sched.

WS: Interf. delay
& finish time

Assignment, start
times

TS RL
4d/1h

Lake et al. (2000,
2002)

Crew ↔ task assign.
& sched.

Work cost -”- + possible work
split

SA, TS, LS TL
1w/1d

Lake and Ferreira
(2002)

-”- WS: Work cost &
risk of delay

-”- -”- -”-

Zante–de Fokkert
et al. (2007)

Poss. pattern ↔
work night assign.

HO: Maint.
nights, work load

Assignment MIP RN
4w/1d

Budai-Balke (2009) Coord. prev. maint.
& large projects

Poss. and maint.
cost

Task ↔ period
assignment

MIP, constr.
heuristics, GA

TL
2y/1w

Pouryousef et al.
(2010)

-”- -”- -”- MIP RL

Jenema (2011) Assign prescribed
maint. to open slots

Poss., maint.,
project & closure

cost

Assignment MIP RJ
1y/1d

Boland et al. (2013) Adjust maint.
schedule

Max traffic flow,
min adjustment

Task start times Netw. flow,
heur. reduct.

RN
1y/0.5h

Boland et al. (2014) -”- -”- -”- LS in max flow
search

RN
1y/1h

Albrecht (2009);
Albrecht et al. (2013)

Sched. maint. poss.
& adjust train plan

Total train and
maint. delay

Departures, start
times

MIP, SPP,
B&P, PSS

RL
1d/1m

Forsgren et al. (2013) -”- HO: Conflicts,
cancellations,

delays

Start times, alt.
routes, cancell’ns,

departures

MIP w clique
based cuts

RN
1d/1m

Pearce and Forbes
(2016)

Adjust maint.
schedule

Max traffic flow,
min adjustment

Task start times Benders
decomp.

RN
1y/0.5h

Legends: WS = weighted sum; HO = hierarchical objective; TS = tabu search; SA = simulated annealing; LS
= local search; MIP = mixed integer linear program; GA = genetical algorithm; SPP = set partitioning; B&P
= branch & price; PSS = problem space search heuristic; RN = real data for a network; RL = real data for a
line; RJ = real data for a junction; TL = theoretical data for a line

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.4, p 32-33).

Pearce and Forbes (2016) study the same problem as Boland et al. (2013).
A disaggregated Benders decomposition scheme is presented, which gives
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better solution performance on the same set of test instances as used by
Boland et al.

Deterioration-based maintenance scheduling - Table 3.9

The deterioration of the infrastructure components has a fundamental im-
pact on the scheduling of maintenance vehicles and teams and several re-
searchers have studied these problems, focusing on the deterioration predic-
tions and/or the scheduling issues.

Table 3.9: References about deterioration-based maint. scheduling

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Murakami and
Turnquist (1985)

Maint. resource
alloc. & sched.

Weighted track
quality

Machine
assignment and

time

Non-linear
MIP, reduced
grad. meth.

RN
3y/3m

Miwa (2002) Machine
scheduling

Two-phase:
Tamping cost;
Track quality

Depot / section
↔ time

assignment

MIP, seq. of
relaxed
probl’s

RL
6m/10d

Oyama and Miwa
(2006)

Work grouping &
Machine

scheduling

Track quality
improvement

Sect. grouping &
Depot / sect. ↔
time assignment

IP & MIP RN
1y/10d

Vale et al. (2010);
Vale et al. (2012)

Activity
scheduling

Tamping actions Section ↔ time
assignment

Linearized
MIP

RL
2y/3m

Vale et al. (2011) -”- Tamping cost -”- -”- RL
5y/3m

Famurewa (2013) Machine
scheduling

Machine
utilization

-”- Constr. heur. RL
2y/1d

Quiroga et al.
(2011)

Maintenance
scheduling

Track quality Start. & ending
depot / section

Constr. heur. RL

Gustavsson
(2015)

Activity
scheduling

Tamping cost +
traffic impact

Section ↔ time
assignment

IP TL
2y/2w

Li et al. (2015);
Wen et al. (2015)

-”- Net present cost -”- MIP RL
3.5y/3m

Caetano and
Teixeira (2016a)

Maintenance
scheduling

MO: cost vs
reliability

-”- GA RL

Legends: MIP = mixed integer linear program; IP = integer program; RN = real data for a network; RL =
real data for a line; MO = multiobjective; GA = Genetic algorithm

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.5, p 34).

Gustavsson (2015) extends the model proposed in Vale et al. (2012) by
including economic dependencies in the objective function and stronger con-
straint formulations which decreases the computational time. A determin-
istic deterioration model is used and the problem is shown to be NP-hard.

Li et al. (2015) and Wen et al. (2015) also extends the work in Vale et al.
(2012) by considering several economic and technical factors in the objec-
tive function. A linearised deterioration model is used and the subsequent
recovery levels are controlled with a set of constraints.

Caetano and Teixeira (2016a) also studies ballast tamping, but propose
a degradation model that considers uncertainties in the forecast by defining
a track geometry reliability parameter. A multi-objective approach is used
for considering the cost-reliability trade off, which is solved with a genetic
algorithm.
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Maintenance vehicle routing and team scheduling - Table 3.10

When the maintenance jobs are known, they should be scheduled on a set
of maintenance vehicles / teams with given capabilities, equipment and
home locations. In this line of research the objective is to get good rout-
ings/schedules for the maintenance resources such that the total cost is min-
imized. Traffic considerations can be handled by imposing (soft) constraints
on which jobs that can be done simultaneously.

Table 3.10: References about maint. vehicle routing & team sched.

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Gorman and
Kanet (2010)

Maint. veh. routing
and team sched.

Total team cost Team and time ↔
task assignment

TSN, CP, GA TN
1y/1w

Nemani et al.
(2010)

-”- Work cost +
constr. viol.

-”-, track closure,
constr. viol.

TSN, SPP, CG,
decomp. heur.

RN
1y/1w

Boğ et al. (2011) -”- Track closures +
constr. viol.

-”- MIP, seq. of
heur. reduct.

RN
1y/1w

Peng (2011) and
Peng et al.
(2011)

-”- WS: Travel cost +
constr. viol.

Travel and work
(arc) assignment,

constr. viol.

TSN, iterative
heuristic

RN
1y/1w

Peng and
Ouyang (2012)

-”- -”- -”- TSN, decomp.,
LNS

RN
1y/1w

Borraz-Sánchez
and Klabjan
(2012)

-”- -”- -”- Job-time netw.,
DP+LS,
LNS+IP

RN
1y/1d

AUTOMAIN
(2013)

Job combination;
Path finding;

Movement sched.

Poss. time, target
dates, mach.
usage, delays

Task time,
movement path &

time, train adjustm.

LS, SA;
shortest path;

MIP

RN 1-
3y/1w-

1h
Peng and
Ouyang (2014)

Clustering jobs into
projects

Project duration
+ constr. viol.

Travel and work
(arc) assignment,

constr. viol.

Constr.
heuristic + LNS

RN
1y/1w

Lannez et al.
(2015)

Track inspection
scheduling

Completion rate
and deadhead

distance

Shift patterns, task
and travel times

TSN, CG,
Benders

decomp, heur.

RN
1y/c

Mohammad
Pour et al.
(2015a,b)

Inspection tour
construction

Transportation
time

Route choice and
schedule time

Clustering +
constr.

heuristic

TN

Camci (2015) Maint. scheduling
and team routing

Failure, maint.
and travel cost

Maint. time and
ordering

GA TN
9w/1d

Santos et al.
(2015)

Maint. veh. routing Travel, work and
anticipation cost

Tamping schedule
time

Rule based
constr.

heuristic

RL
5y/1d

Legends: WS = weighted sum; TSN = time-space network; CP = constraint programming; GA = genetic
algorithm; SPP = set partitioning problem; CG = column generation; MIP = mixed integer linear program;
DP = dynamic programming; LS = local search; LNS = large neighborhood search; IP = integer program; RN
= real data for a network.

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014,
Section 5.1.6, p 36-37).

Lannez et al. (2015), based on the PhD thesis Lannez (2010), study the
scheduling of track inspections applied to vehicles for ultrasonic testing. The
modelling considers vehicle capabilities, refill locations and track outages.
The problem is classified as “multicapacitated arc routing [..] with time
windows, refill points and a heterogeneous fleet”, which should be solved for
the yearly scheduling on the main lines of the French national network. A
so called matheuristic approach, based on Benders decomposition, divided
into 4 steps is presented and tested on real life data instances. Comparisons
are also made with a dynamic programming approach.

Mohammad Pour et al. (2015a,b) considers the planning of inspection
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tours for a new signalling system (ERTMS) in Denmark. A two-step solution
process is employed that clusters the jobs and then solves a multi-depot
crew routing problem with time windows and synchronisation constraints
for nodes that requires shared visits.

Camci (2015) study how to schedule maintenance of geographically dis-
tributed assets for a maintenance team which should return to a depot.
Several cost factors, schedule constraints and degradation prognostics are
considered in a model which is solved with a genetic algorithm approach.

Santos et al. (2015) use a rule-based model for scheduling maintenance
teams that perform tamping and stabilisation work during night time with
little interaction with the traffic. The heuristic approach is compared with
exact optimization models.

Rescheduling

Rescheduling of maintenance might be triggered by changes in budgets,
train paths etc. No literature references have been found that treat this
subject. There is however some work done regarding the opposite prob-
lem of replanning a timetable or operative train plan due to track closures
(complete or partial) or maintenance activities, for example in: Brucker et
al. (2005) (scheduling of single track traffic past a working site on a line
section); Vansteenwegen et al. (2015) (robust rescheduling due to planned
track closures on large stations and junctions); and Louwerse and Huisman
(2014) and Veelenturf et al. (2015) (rescheduling of timetables, rolling stock
and crew during major disruptions in operational dispatching). In all these
cases the track closures / maintenance are given as fixed input.

3.3.3 Operational problems and other aspects
Relatively few publications have been found regarding operational planning
problems. One line of research has been identified and labelled as “Work
timing and resource scheduling”. In addition, the aspect of “Scenario plan-
ning” will finally be discussed briefly.

Work timing and resource scheduling - Table 3.11

This line of research considers the detailed planning and scheduling of main-
tenance tasks and resources. A large number of inspections as well as recti-
fication tasks shall be efficiently scheduled. Some activities may be deferred
as long as the risk levels are within acceptable limits.

Descriptions of publications made until 2014 are given in Lidén (2014, p
32 (Cheung) and Section 5.1.7, p 39-40).

Baldi et al. (2015) study the planning of rectification scheduling when
the future conditions and inspection remarks are stochastic. An adaptive
scheduling is done for a rolling horizon and tested with various heuristic
solution techniques, including GRASP and GA.
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Table 3.11: References about work timing and resource scheduling

Reference Model Objective Variables Techniques Data

Cheung et al.
(1999)

Job scheduling Max work Job ↔ night
assign.

CP, priority
rules

RN
1w/1d

Zhao et al.
(2006a)

k-out-of-n consec.
comp. repair

Sum of immediate
repairs

Unit selection Non-linear IP,
steepest
gradient

small TL

Peng et al.
(2013)

Scheduling
periodic

inspections

Periodicity variance
+ constr. viol.

Travel and work
(arc) assignment,

constr. viol.

VRP, increasing
horizon + LNS

RN,
8w/c or

1y/c
Zhang et al.
(2013b)

Condition-based
maintenance
scheduling

Unsafe operation,
unused comp. life,

maint. & travel cost

Team & date ↔
task assignment

GA RN
1m/1d

He et al.
(2014)

Scheduling defect
rectification

Total cost or risk of
derailment

Task and time
selection

MIP RN
1m/1d

Heinicke
et al. (2014)

Routing
corrective
tamping

Travel cost + service
limit penalty

Travel / work
assignment

Linearized MIP,
relaxation +
subtour elim.

TN
xw/1m

Baldi et al.
(2015)

Rectification
scheduling

Work allocation and
penalty cost

Task time
assignment

Heur., GRASP,
GA

TN
36m/1d

Legends: IP = integer program; GA = genetic algorithm; VRP = vehicle routing problem; LNS = large
neighborhood search; MIP = mixed integer linear program; TL = theoretical data for a line; RN = real data
for a network; TN = theoretical data for a network; GRASP = greedy randomized adaptive search procedure.

Scenario planning

Scenario planning have been suggested as a method for anticipating future
problems and preparing recovery or reduction plans. No publications have
been found regarding maintenance planning but Azad et al. (2016) presents
an analysis method and a set of optimization models for pre- and post-
disruption handling of train traffic. Sensitive links and services are identified
from which mitigation strategies are developed.

3.4 Concluding remarks
This chapter has given a broad overview of the research state regarding
optimization methods for solving railway maintenance planning problems.
Although the number of publications are steadily increasing, there are still
many problems that have not yet been treated.

The planning problem addressed in Paper 2 and 3 of this thesis belongs to
Possession scheduling. Even though several publications exists in this area,
very few treat the concurrent scheduling of maintenance and train services
and none have been found that study the long-term tactical planning case.
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Chapter 4

Research results

This chapter contains a summary of the results in Papers 1-3, where the
first is a survey of planning problems and conducted research, the second
concerns the dimensioning of maintenance windows by assessing costs and
benefits for maintenance as well as train traffic, and the third describes an
optimization model for joint scheduling of both maintenance windows and
train services.

4.1 Survey of planning problems and con-
ducted research

Paper 1 gives a comprehensive overview of the railway infrastructure main-
tenance field, the planning problems it contains and the research that had
been conducted until 2014. Based on a series of interviews with experts
and planners, representing all major stake holders, a catalogue of planning
problems is presented with focus on infrastructure maintenance and the co-
ordination with train traffic. The paper also contains a literature overview
covering about 60 research references regarding the use of mathematical
methods and optimization for solving such planning problems. Finally, some
statistics and a mapping is presented which identifies the problem areas that
had been addressed at that time in the literature as well as future research
possibilities.

The literature overview and research statistics in Paper 1 is superseded
by the literature survey presented in Chapter 3, which provides more details
and covers publications until April 2016.
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4.2 Assessment of costs and benefits
Paper 2 addresses the issue of how to establish quantitative measures for
comparing conflicting capacity needs from infrastructure maintenance and
traffic operations on railway networks. A model is presented, consisting of
three parts, which calculates (1) changes in maintenance cost, (2) adjust-
ment costs for freight traffic, and (3) changes in passenger traffic and travel
demand, when introducing maintenance windows of varying size. The model
is demonstrated on a real life case study concerning the Swedish Northern
Main Line.

The main contribution of the paper is the sub-model for the maintenance
part - consisting of analytical equations for calculating the change in cost
depending on the available train free time. It is shown that the maintenance
time is inversely proportional to the window size tw. Figure 4.1 illustrates
this by showing the normalized time difference d̂T versus the normalized
window size t̂ = tw/w for a job type with task time w and various settings
of the overhead (setup) time ui performed during (inside) the possession
time. As seen, the maintenance time (and thereby cost) quickly rises when
the window size is reduced.

Figure 4.1: Relative time difference vs window size for different
overhead settings. All values are normalized - time difference by the
total nominal overhead, window size (t̂ = tw/w) and overhead (û =
ui/w) by the task time (w).
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The diagram can be used for finding break-even window sizes as well
as changes in work time for different settings. As an example (shown in
the figure) a window size of tw = 1.5w will reduce the total maintenance
time to 0.67 when all overhead is done outside of the possession (û = 0). If
the overhead time is 40% of the task time, i.e. ui = 0.4w, the reduction is
merely 0.9.
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The sub-model for freight traffic considers the change in operator costs,
when train services need to be adjusted or possibly rejected due to the
maintenance windows. A homogeneous and symmetric traffic case for single
track lines is studied, which estimates the runtime differences as a function
of the number of opposing trains and line capacity usage.

The sub-model for passenger traffic is based on existing methods from
transport economics which consider the detailed travel demand, alternate
transport modes and how the travel patterns will change when train ser-
vices are modified due to the introduction of maintenance windows. As a
consequence of changes in perceived passenger cost, the travel demand will
also change, from which a net effect can be calculated both for the customers
(consumer surplus) and operators (producer surplus).

The paper finally shows how to apply the costing models in a real life
case study, concerning the Swedish Northern Main Line. In this specific
case it is beneficial to introduce a daily 2h maintenance window, given the
limited amount of trains that are affected and that bus replacements are
offered.

4.3 Optimal scheduling of railway traffic
and maintenance windows

Paper 3 presents an optimization model for solving the integrated railway
traffic and network maintenance scheduling problem. The aim is to produce
long term tactical plans that optimally schedule train free maintenance win-
dows together with a set of train services. The intended use case is when
an infrastructure manager wants to find a pattern of maintenance windows
to be used during a multi-year period as a method for assuring stable plan-
ning conditions for both maintenance contractors and train operators. The
model can however be used in any situation where train services and time
slots for infrastructure maintenance should be coordinated.

The problem is modelled as a mixed integer programming problem (MIP),
which uses a spatial and temporal aggregation for controlling the available
network capacity. In this way, larger networks and longer planning horizons
become manageable. The problem size is shown to grow linearly with the
planning horizon if the train scheduling windows are limited. Computational
experiments on a set of synthetic test instances with about 40-50 trains per
day show that a commercial MIP solver (Gurobi) can find near optimal so-
lutions to weekly network and double track problems (where trains can pass
a working site) within 1h on a laptop computer. If train traffic is completely
stopped by the maintenance tasks (as for single track lines) the problems are
harder to solve and the largest such instances solved to within optimality in
1h of computation are 1-2 days long.

The effect of reducing the train scheduling windows is studied and it is
shown that tight windows can be used for the network instances, while larger
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scheduling flexibility is needed for the line instances. Some other problem
reductions are also analysed, which can be beneficial in some cases but does
not give any profound effect on solution performance.

The paper discusses aspects that make the problem hard to solve, some
of which are due to the instance data and some that are due to the math-
ematical properties of the model. Data instances that (i) are close to the
capacity limits, (ii) require cancellations to be considered or (iii) have little
cost guidance between structurally different solutions are more complicated
to solve. As for the numerical properties, the linear relaxation of the prob-
lem is weak which can be seen when studying the development of the linear
bounds during the solution process and the difficulty of closing the optimal-
ity gap. The underlying reasons are attributed to unreliable fractional train
counting over the time periods. Methods for improving the linear bounds
and strengthening the model are therefore interesting research continuations.
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Conclusions and future
research

This thesis shows that the planning of railway infrastructure maintenance is
an important field of study, which provides many interesting and challenging
planning problems. The application of mathematical optimization methods
is so far limited, especially compared to its usage in train operations and
timetabling, despite the fact that the monetary volumes regarding main-
tenance and renewals are in the order of 40-60 % of train operations. In
particular, the coordination between train traffic and railway maintenance
is an increasingly important area that has received very little research focus.

Apart from collecting and structuring reference material about the main-
tenance activities, the major planning problems, railway practices, processes
and relevant research literature, it has been shown that:

• Railway maintenance and train traffic can be quantitatively compared.

• Maintenance possessions and train services can be jointly scheduled
on a tactical level with the use of optimization models.

The current work has focused on the temporal size of maintenance win-
dows, with limited consideration to the geographical dimension and resource
constraints. These aspects should be studied in future research and is needed
together with the main resource considerations regarding train operations
in order to achieve a strong and faithful optimization model for concurrent
planning of maintenance and train services. Improvements regarding solv-
ing performance should also be studied, especially when including more and
complicating (resource and functional) aspects. The application to other
planning steps (strategic as well as short-term planning) could be of inter-
est, including the detailed conflict resolution (meet/pass) planning - possibly
by integration with timetable construction.
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Paper 3 discusses other functional developments for the optimization
model. On a more general level, it could be of interest to use other objective
functions, including multi-objective approaches and of course to evaluate
and use the models on real life instances, comparative studies etc.

Some other future research directions may include methods for distribut-
ing railway maintenance efforts based on network sensitivity and transporta-
tion reliability as well as the generalization of the Integrated Service Network
and Maintenance Design problem.
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